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SUMMARY A robust identification scheme for JPEG images is pro-
posed in this paper. The aim is to robustly identify JPEG images that are
generated from the same original image, under various compression condi-
tions such as differences in compression ratios and initial quantization ma-
trices. The proposed scheme does not provide any false negative matches in
principle. In addition, secure features, which do not have any visual infor-
mation, are used to achieve not only a robust identification scheme but also
secure one. Conventional schemes can not avoid providing false negative
matches under some compression conditions, and are required to manage
a secret key for secure identification. The proposed scheme is applicable
to the uploading process of images on social networks like Twitter for im-
age retrieval and forensics. A number of experiments are carried out to
demonstrate that the effectiveness of the proposed method. The proposed
method outperforms conventional ones in terms of query performances,
while keeping a reasonable security level.
key words: image identification, JPEG, social networks

1. Introduction

The growth of popularity of social networks(SNs) like twit-
ter and Facebook have opened new perspectives in many
research fields, including the emerging area of Multimedia
Forensics. The huge amount of images have been uploaded
on social networks, and generally stored in a compressed
form as JPEG images, after being re-compressed with dif-
ferent compression parameters from those of uploaded im-
ages [1]–[5].

This paper proposes a new robust identification scheme
for JPEG images that are generated from the same origi-
nal image, under various compression parameters, aiming at
producing evidence on the integrity of images e.g. tamper
detection. The proposed scheme allows not only to identify
JPEG images under the use of different initial quantization
matrices and quality factors but also to provide no visible
information.

So far, several identification schemes and image hash
functions have been developed for compressed images [6]–
[20]. They can be broadly classified into two types ac-
cording to a difference in extracted features: compression
method-depended type, to which the proposed scheme cor-
responds, and compression method-independent type. Im-
age hashing-based schemes [18]–[20] which correspond to
the latter one have the robustness against the lossy compres-
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sion, but it is not guaranteed that the identification is per-
formed without any false negative matches. Moreover, they
need to decompress images before carrying out the identifi-
cation. This paper focuses on the former one, that has gener-
ally a strong robustness against a difference in compression
parameters.

Conventional schemes [10], [11], [13]–[16] not only
are robust against a difference in compressed ratios but also
do not produce false negative matches in various compres-
sion ratios, due to the use of the positive and negative signs
of DCT coefficients. However, they need to be combined
with a security technique with a secret key such as the fuzzy
commitment scheme [14]–[16], to securely protect the fea-
tures which have some visible information. In addition, the
security technique is not useful for the robust identification
when various initial quantization matrices and quality fac-
tors are used.

Due to such situations, this paper proposes a robust
scheme for identifying images compressed under the various
compression parameters. The strategy to robustly identify
JPEG images is to notice quantization matrices and the po-
sitions in which DCT coefficients have zero values. A num-
ber of experiments are carried out to demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method. The proposed method out-
performs conventional ones in terms of query performances,
without providing any visual information.

2. Preliminaries

2.1 JPEG Encoding

The JPEG standard is the most widely used image compres-
sion standard. The JPEG encoding procedure can be sum-
marized as follows.

1) Performing color transform from RGB space to YCbCr

space and sub-sampling the Cb and Cr.
2) Dividing an image into non-overlapping consecutive

8×8-blocks.
3) Applying DCT to each block to obtain 8×8 DCT coef-

ficients S.
4) Quantizing S with a quantization matrix Q.
5) Entropy coding using Huffman coding.

In step 4), a quantization matrix Q with 8×8 components is
used to obtain a matrix Sq from S, for example as below.

S q(u, v) = round

(
S (u, v)
Q(u, v)

)
, 0 ≤ u ≤ 7, 0 ≤ v ≤ 7 (1)
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with

Q(u, v) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
round

(
Q0(u,v)∗� 5000

Q f
�

100

)
, 1 ≤ Qf < 50,

round
(Q0(u,v)∗(200−2∗Q f )

100

)
, 50 ≤ Qf ≤ 100,

(2)

where S (u, v), Q(u, v), S q(u, v) and Q0(u, v) represent the
(u,v)element of S, Q, Sq and Q0 respectively. Round(x) is
the function to round the value x to the nearest integer value
and �x� denotes the integer part of x.

Quality factor Qf (1 ≤ Qf ≤ 100) is a parameter to
control the matrix Q. Large Qf results in a high quality im-
age. All components of an initial quantization matrix Q0 are
positive numbers as well as Qf . The data regarding initial
quantization matrices are included in a header part of the
JPEG codestream.

2.2 Notations and Terminologies

Several notations and terminologies used in the following
sections are listed here.

• X represents a JPEG compressed image X. X can be
“Q” for a query image Q and “O” for an original image,
where all images have the same size.
• M represents the number of 8×8-blocks in an image.
• N represents the number of DCT coefficients used for

identification in each block. 0 < N ≤ 64.
• X(m, n) indicates the nth DCT coefficient in the mth

block in image X. 0 ≤ m < M, 0 ≤ n < N.
• QXi,L and QQ,L indicate the luminance quantization

matrices used to generate images Xi and Q respectively,
and QXi,L(n) and QQ,L(n) indicate the nth component of
QXi,L and QQ,L respectively. 0 ≤ n < N.

2.3 Image Identification

Let us consider that there are two or more compressed im-
ages, which are generated under the different or the same
coding parameters. Those images are originated from the
same images and compressed by the various coding param-
eters including initial quantization matrices and quality fac-
tors. In this paper, the identification of those images is re-
ferred to as image identification. In other words, if the im-
ages do not originate from the same image, they are uniden-
tifiable from each other. The requirement of the robustness
is to robustly identify images against a difference in coding
parameters.

A. Scenario

The scenario is considered in this paper, as shown in Fig. 1.
In this scenario, a client/user identifies images by using an
identification tool. When the client/user uploads JPEG im-
ages to a database server like Twitter, the features of these
images are extracted and then stored in a database by the

Fig. 1 Scenario

client/user. The uploaded images are re-compressed under
different coding parameters and then are stored in a database
server. Finally, the client/user carries out the identification
after extracting the features from a query i.e. an uploaded
image.

In addition to re-compression, it is known that SN
providers often resize uploaded images, if certain condi-
tions are satisfied [2]–[5]. For instance, when the filesize
of images is larger than 3MB or the size of images is larger
than 4096×4096, uploaded images will be resized in Twit-
ter [5]. If both conditions are not satisfied, unresized images
can be downloaded by adding “orig” to the URL for image
view, even when displayed images are resized. The pro-
posed scheme aims to identify images which have the same
size.

Moreover, PNG images are uploaded to SNs in some
cases. At this time, the images are also compressed by the
JPEG standard and then stored in SN’s database. Therefore,
the client/user can extract the features from images.

The proposed scheme uses features without any visible
information, so that unprotected features can be used for the
scenario without any secret keys. Therefore, even when the
features are leaked from a client/user’s database, it is not
required to protect the features. In addition, the features
enable to avoid false negative matches.

B. Applications

In this paper, the proposed scheme aims to specify images
generated from the same original image as that of a query.
In social networks like Twitter, uploaded images are re-
compressed by using different coding parameters from those
of the uploaded images in general. Therefore, the identifica-
tion system is required to robustly identify images against a
difference in coding parameters. The target applications of
the proposed scheme are shown, for example, as below.

• To find the original image of an uploaded image.
• To verify whether an alternation for an uploaded image

is made or not.
• To confirm whether an uploaded image is illegally dis-

tributed.

Note that the proposed scheme does not aim to retrieve vi-
sually similar images to a query.
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3. Proposed Identification Scheme

A robust image identification scheme is proposed by using
a new property of DCT coefficients.

3.1 Property of DCT Coefficients

It is verified from Eq. (1) that quantized DCT coefficients
have the following property.

• When two JPEG images Q and Xi are generated from
the same original image O, Q(m, n) and Xi(m, n) satisfy
the condition:

Q(m, n)=0, for QXi,L(n)≤QQ,L(n) and Xi(m, n)=0

(3)

and

Xi(m, n)=0, for QXi,L(n)≥QQ,L(n) and Q(m, n)=0.

(4)

The above property is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two images Q
and X1 are generated from the same original image under
a common initial matrix Q0 and Qf > Qf1 , where Qf and
Qf1 are quality factors used to generate images Q and X1

respectively. It is confirmed that X1(m, n) = 0 has to be
satisfied if Q(m, n) = 0.

Therefore, the original images of two images Q and Xi

have to be different original images if

Q(m, n)�0, for QXi,L(n)≤QQ,L(n) and Xi(m, n)=0 (5)

or

Xi(m, n)�0, for QXi,L(n)≥QQ,L(n) and Q(m, n)=0. (6)

In the proposed scheme, Eqs. (5) and (6) are used for the
identification. The identification can be performed without
any false negative matches by using them, because Eqs. (5)
and (6) are sufficient conditions for the rejection. There-
fore, when either Eqs. (5) or (6) is satisfied at any one of the
positions, it is judged that the JPEG images have different
original images.

Fig. 2 Examples of quantized DCT coefficients in a block, where images
X1 and Q with a common initial quantization matrix Q0 are generated from
the same original image. X1(m, n) = 0 if Q(m, n) = 0 due to Q f1 < Q f i.e.
QX1 ,L(n) > QQ,L(n)

3.2 Proposed Identification Scheme

In the proposed scheme, the positions of zero values and the
quantization matrix Q are extracted from each JPEG code-
stream as features. These features are used for the identifi-
cation, based on Eqs. (5) and (6).

Feature extraction and identification processes are ex-
plained, here.

A. Feature Extraction Process

In order to enroll features of image Xi, a client/user carries
out the following steps.

(a) Set the values M and N.
(b) Extract the luminance quantization matrix QXi,L from

the header part of Xi.
(c) Set m := 0 and n := 0.
(d) Map a DCT coefficient Xi(m, n) into xi(m, n) with 1 bit

as

xi(m, n) =

{
0, Xi(m, n) � 0,
1, Xi(m, n) = 0.

(7)

(e) Set n := n + 1. If n < N, proceed to step(d).
(f) Set n := 1 and m := m + 1. If m < M, proceed to

step(d). Otherwise, store QXi,L and xi as the feature set
FXi in the a client/user’s database.

B. Identification Process

In order to compare image Q with image Xi, a client/user
extracts the feature set of Q, FQ from Q as well as FXi . The
client/user carries out the following steps.

(a) Set the values M and N.
(b) Set m := 0 and n := 0.
(c) Confirm whether Eq. (5) or (6) is satisfied. If either

Eq. (5) or (6) is satisfied, the client/user judges that Xi

and Q are generated from different original images and
the process for image Xi is halted.

(d) Set n := n + 1. If n < N, proceed to step(c).
(e) Set n := 1 and m := m + 1. If m < M, proceed to

step(c). Otherwise, the client/user judges that Xi and Q
are generated from the same original image.

As mentioned above, the proposed scheme is required to use
only the positions of zero values and quantization tables. In
the conventional schemes [10], [11], [14]–[16], the signs of
coefficients are used as features. However, they have two
important limitations. The first limitation is that the coding
parameters used to generate Xi and Q are limited, and the
second one is that the features have some visible informa-
tion as shown in Fig. 3 [21], [22]. On the other hand, the
positions of zero values do not provide any visible infor-
mation, compared to the features used in [10], [11], [14]–
[16]. Besides, the proposed scheme can identify images
under various coding conditions, although schemes which
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Fig. 3 Visible information of DCT signs

consider the protection of the information [14]–[16] had the
limitation regarding initial quantization matrices and quality
factors.

Moreover, several image-hashing schemes have been
proposed for image retrieval [18]–[20]. However, they can
not guarantee that there are not any false negative matches
as shown later, although the proposed scheme guarantees it
in principle.

4. Simulation

A number of simulations were conducted to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed scheme. We used two initial quan-
tization matrices and two datasets: Uncompressed Color Im-
age Database (UCID) [23] and Head Pose Image Database
(HPID) [24] (see Figs. 4 and 5). UCID consists of 1338 im-
ages which have two different sizes, where 885 images have
384×512 and 453 images have 512×384 as sizes. In the sim-
ulations, 885 images with the size of 384 × 512 were used.
HPID consists of face images of 15 persons and there are
186 images per person. We used 186 images of “Person01”.

The images were compressed under various coding
parameters. Table 1 summarizes the compression condi-
tions, where IJG means to use the default initial quanti-
zation matrix in the encoder from IJG (Independent JPEG
Group) [25], and HVS means to use the initial quantization
matrix based on the human visual system [26] respectively.

In Table 1, features enrolled in the database DBUCID,1

were extracted from 885 images in UCID under Qf1 = 50
and IJG. Similarly, features in DBUCID,2 were extracted from
images with Qf2 = 75 and IJG, and ones in DBUCID,3

were extracted from images with Qf3 = 50 and HVS.
885×4=3540 images generated from 885 images in UCID
under Qf = 40, 60, 85, 95 and IJG were used as query im-
ages. Therefore, 885×3540 identification process were per-
formed for each database generated from images in UCID
to evaluate the proposed scheme. As well as the identifica-
tion for images in UCID, we carried out 186×744 identifi-
cation process for each database generated from images in
HPID. In the proposed scheme, the features were extracted
from only Y components to avoid the effect of a difference
in subsampling the Cb and Cr. The simulations were run on
a PC with Intel Core i7-5820K CPU and a main memory of
16Gbytes.

4.1 Identification Performance for UCID

The identification for each database which consists of 885

Fig. 4 Examples of images in UCID with 384×512

Fig. 5 Examples of images in HPID with 288×384

Table 1 Conditions used to generate JPEG images

dataset
enrolled images query images

database Q fi = Q0 Q f= Q0

UCID
DBUCID,1 50 IJG

40,60,85,95 IJGDBUCID,2 75 IJG
DBUCID,3 50 HVS

HPID
DBHPID,1 50 IJG

40,60,85,95 IJGDBHPID,2 75 IJG
DBHPID,3 50 HVS

Table 2 Querying performance for common Q0 and Q f = 60 (UCID)

method database TPR[%] FPR[%] Precision[%]

proposed
DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 100 0 100

FCS-based [14]
DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 0 0 0

image hashing [18]
DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 100 0 100

SIMPLE
descriptors [27]

DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 100 0 100

Table 3 Querying performance for including non-common Q0 and Q f <
Q fi (UCID)

method database TPR[%] FPR[%] Precision[%]

proposed
DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 100 0 100
DBUCID,3 100 0 100

FCS-based [14]
DBUCID,1 75 0 100
DBUCID,2 50 0 100
DBUCID,3 25 0 100

image hashing [18]
DBUCID,1 100 0 100
DBUCID,2 100 0 100
DBUCID,3 100 0 100

SIMPLE
descriptors [27]

DBUCID,1 99.46 0.00 99.46
DBUCID,2 99.69 0.00 99.69
DBUCID,3 99.66 0.00 99.66

images in UCID was performed. Tables 2 and 3 show the
true positive rate(TPR), false positive rate(FPR) and Preci-
sion value, defined by

T PR =
T P

T P + FN
, (8)

FPR =
FP

FP + T N
, (9)

Precision =
T P

T P + FP
, (10)

where TP, TN, FP and FN represent the number of true pos-
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itive, true negative, false positive and false negative matches
respectively. Note that T PR = 100[%] means that there are
no false negative matches.

The proposed scheme was compared with the state-
of-art image hashing-based scheme [18], the SIMPLE
descriptors-based scheme [27] and the fuzzy commitment
scheme (FCS)-based scheme [14]. In the scheme [18], the
hamming distances between the hash value of a query im-
age and those of all images in each database are calcu-
lated, and then images that have the smallest distance are
chosen as the images generated from the same original im-
age as the query, after decompressing all images. In the
scheme [27], after indexing all images in each database, im-
age retrieval is performed by using a query image and the
index, and then images that have the highest values are cho-
sen as the images generated from the same original image
as the query, where SURF(speeded up robust features) and
CEDD(color and edge directivity descriptors) were used as
local and global descriptors respectively in the simulations.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 suggest the following points.

A. Querying for Common Q0 and Qf ≥ Qfi

The performance of querying for DBUCID,1 and Qf = 60 is
shown in Table 2, where images enrolled in DBUCID,1 have
the same Q0 as that of queries and satisfy Qf ≥ Qfi . Under
this condition, all schemes did not provide any false negative
matches. Note that the results for DBUCID,2 in the case using
FCS-based scheme did not have the same trend because the
scheme does not guarantee that there are no false negative
matches under Qf < Qfi .

B. Querying for Including Non-common Q0 and Qf < Qfi

Table 2 also shows the results of the identification between
query images and images in DBUCID,2. The proposed and
image hashing-based schemes identified images without any
misidentification, although FCS-based one provided some
false negative matches. Table 3 summarizes the results
of querying for all databases and all query images, where
FPR = 0.00 indicates FP � 0 although FPR = 0 indicates
FP = 0. It is confirmed that there were not any false nega-
tive and false positive matches in the case of using proposed
and image hashing-based schemes.

4.2 Identification Performance for HPID

The simulations for 186 images in HPID were also con-
ducted. The images are face images of a person that include
some variations of panning and tilt angles as shown in Fig. 5,
so that they are very similar.

Table 4 shows the results of the identification. In the
simulations, the proposed scheme resulted in the perfect per-
formance in terms of identification accuracy, although other
schemes provided some false negative and false positive
matches. This is because the proposed scheme can iden-
tify images without misidentification in principal, even if

Table 4 Querying performance for including non-common Q0 and Q f <
Q fi (HPID)

method database TPR[%] FPR[%] Precision[%]

proposed
DBHPID,1 100 0 100
DBHPID,2 100 0 100
DBHPID,3 100 0 100

FCS-based [14]
DBHPID,1 75 0 100
DBHPID,2 50 0 100
DBHPID,3 71.10 0 100

image hashing [18]
DBHPID,1 98.79 0.03 94.11
DBHPID,2 99.33 0.03 95.11
DBHPID,3 98.52 0.03 94.83

SIMPLE
descriptors [27]

DBHPID,1 72.04 0.15 72.04
DBHPID,2 95.83 0.02 95.83
DBHPID,3 88.84 0.06 88.84

two images are very similar. Note that the proposed scheme
has a probability of producing false positive matches. When
identifying images compressed with a quite low quality fac-
tor, false positive matches might increase if most of DCT
coefficients had zero values. In the simulation, even when
JPEG images were compressed with a very low quality fac-
tor i.e., Qf = 40, those images had still some non-zero
AC coefficients. As a result, there were no false positive
matches in this case. It is known that quality factors used
for the recompression in Twitter and Facebook are larger
than 70 [2], [5]. Therefore, it is expected that false posi-
tive matches will not dramatically increase in the proposed
scheme for identifying images uploaded to SNs.

4.3 Image Tamper Localization

The proposed method can be easily extended for image tam-
per localization because the identification is performed by
using the positions of zero values in each block. For the
evaluation, we prepared the image shown in Fig. 6 (b) by
manipulating an original image in Fig. 6 (a), where the tam-
pered region is shown in Fig. 6 (c). To localize the tam-
pered regions, these images were compressed by JPEG. In
this paper, “authentic image” and “tampered image” are de-
fined as the JPEG image generated from the original image
(Fig. 6 (a)) and the JPEG image generated from the image
(Fig. 6 (b)) respectively. The following notations are used in
this section.

• T p indicates the number of the blocks correctly de-
tected as tampered blocks.
• F p indicates the number of the blocks falsely detected

as tampered blocks.
• Fn indicates the number of the blocks falsely detected

as not tampered blocks.
• Precision(Tam) and recall are defined by

Precision(Tam) =
T p

T p + F p
, (11)

Recall =
T p

T p + Fn
. (12)

Precision(Tam) = 100[%] means that there are not
any blocks falsely detected as tampered blocks. Note
that Precision(Tam) is the percentage of the tampered
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Fig. 6 Images used for evaluating the performance of tamper localization

Table 5 Results for tamper localization with Q fauth = 75

Q fauth Q ftamp Precision(Tam)[%] Recall[%] F1[%]

75
95 100 74.29 85.25
75 100 97.14 98.55
50 100 40.00 57.14

blocks among the blocks judged to be tampered, al-
though some tampered blocks might not be judged to
be tampered.
• F1 score is defined by

F1 = 2 × Precision(Tam) × Recall
Precision(Tam) + Recall

. (13)

• Qfauth and Qftamp represent the quality factors used to
generate authentic and tampered images respectively.

In the simulation, the performance of tamper localization is
evaluated in 8×8 block unit because tamper localization by
the proposed scheme is limited to the detection of 8×8 block
unit. Note that the definition of Precision(Tam) is different
from that of Precision in the previous sections.

When the authentic and tampered images were gener-
ated with Qfauth = 75 and Qftamp = 50, 75, 95, tamper local-
ized regions are shown in Fig. 6 (d), (e) and (f) respectively.
In addition, Table 5 shows Precision(Tam), Recall and F1

scores. Note that all images were generated by using IJG.
It is confirmed that there were not any blocks falsely de-
tected as tampered blocks. Especially, when Qfauth = 75
and Qftamp = 75, Recall had the highest value, i.e., the most

Table 6 Results for tamper localization with common initial quantiza-
tion matrix

Q fauth Q ftamp Precision(Tam)[%] Recall[%] F1[%]

75

95 100 74.29 85.25
85 100 85.71 92.31
75 100 97.14 98.55
60 100 57.14 72.73
50 100 40.00 57.14
40 100 28.86 37.21

50

95 100 74.29 85.25
85 100 74.29 85.25
75 100 80.00 88.89
60 100 85.71 92.31
50 100 94.29 97.06
40 100 48.57 65.38

Table 7 Results for tamper localization with non-common initial quan-
tization matrix

Q fauth Q ftamp Precision(Tam)[%] Recall[%] F1[%]

50

95 100 65.71 79.31
85 100 82.86 90.63
75 100 85.71 92.31
60 100 88.57 93.94
50 100 88.57 93.94
40 100 77.14 87.10

of tampered blocks were detected. This is because both
Eqs. (5) and (6) were used for tamper localization when
Qfauth = Qftamp , although either of the equations was used
when Qfauth � Qftamp .

Besides, Tables 6 and 7 show the results in the case of
using that the various parameters like the initial quantiza-
tion matrices and the quality factors. Under all conditions,
tamper regions were localized without falsely detecting the
blocks as not tampered ones. In addition, Recall values had
the same trend as the values in Table 5.

FCS-based and image-hashing based schemes can not
localize the tampered regions, although they can judge
whether an alternation for an image is made or not. In
addition, most image retrieval methods such as SIMPLE
descriptors-based one can not be also applied to tamper lo-
calization. Therefore, the proposed scheme is more effective
than other schemes in terms of not only the querying perfor-
mances but also tampered detection, in the case of identify-
ing JPEG images uploaded to SNs.

5. Conclusion

A robust identification scheme for JPEG images was pro-
posed in this paper. By using quantization tables and the
positions of zero values for the identification, the proposed
scheme is robust against a difference in various coding pa-
rameters, and the features enrolled in the databases do not
provide any visual information of original images. Be-
sides, the proposed scheme does not produce false negative
matches under any level and any tables in principle. The
experimental results showed that the proposed scheme has
a better query performance for classification tests than con-
ventional ones. Moreover, the proposed scheme can be eas-
ily extended for image tamper localization. In addition, it
has been confirmed that any blocks are not falsely detected
as tampered blocks in the simulation.
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